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 Free travel guide

formerly Wikitravel, migrated in 2012

 Practical aspects of travel

why to go?

how to reach the destination? 

what to see? where to stay and eat?       

 Content organized into listings (POIs)

geo-coded

template-based (separate fields for prices, opening 

hours, etc.) ==> well-structured content

linked to photos

 Traveler‘s perspective

written by travelers and for travelers

not for package/cruise tourists

not for hitchhikers and nomads

not for long-term visitors / expats

Wikivoyage guide to San Francisco

https://en.wikivoyage.org/wiki/San_Francisco/Fisherman’s_Wharf

What is Wikivoyage?



 Only 5 out of 19 languages are visibly active

Many other languages may have 1-2 interested participants, but no active community 

en de fa it fr pl ru nl pt es zh he fi vi sv el ro uk hi

Articles (x1000) 28 16 8.5 7.3 7.1 5.8 5.1 3.7 3.6 2.5 2.5 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.3 0.9 0.8 0.1

Very active editors 

(>100 edits/month)
37 11 0 8 8 1 5 1 0 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Wikimedia Statistics, January 2018

en de fr ru

Wikipedia 98 53 51 44

Wikivoyage 98 48 47 36

Number of edits per article

 Most of the articles are about travel destinations

Limited number of destinations and limited number of articles

 Articles are regularly edited. The number of edits per article is much higher 

than in other sister projects and reaches the level of Wikipedia

Metrics



 10 languages, duration: February 1-28, 2018

Central notice (Wikipedia, Commons)

 Workflow: add new listings and update existing ones,

no need to create new articles (unlike Asian Month)

 Results: 

increased number of edits and editors (x 1.5-2.0)

larger language versions draw bigger audience, 

and enjoy a much higher editor retention

How to target active travelers???

Central Notice for the Edit-a-thon

 Motivation: mostly interest, 2 languages offered prizes

ru: postcards to all + 1 printed travel guide

uk: 1 weekend trip within Ukraine

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/CentralNotice/Request/2018_Wikivoyage_month

Postcard for Edit-a-thon participants, WV-ru

Photo by Алексей Задонский (CC-BY-4.0)

Edit-a-thon 2018 (Wikivoyage month)



 Competitors: commercial (“printed”) travel guides, review sites (TripAdvisor, etc.), travel blogs

We have to fight for readers and editors…

 Swiftness: information is updated within days/hours

 Coverage: Wikivoyage presents more travel 

destinations than any single source in the same language

 No space restrictions

ample illustrations, off-the-beaten-path destinations 

 Direct links to encyclopedic content

Wikipedia articles

cultural heritage lists (Wiki Loves Monuments)

Interactive maps (partly done, but still a lot to do…)

Integration with Wikidata, Mobile app, and more…

What’s good about Wikivoyage?

What needs to be improved?

Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Muslim city in Europe

By Julian Nitzsche (CC-BY-SA-3.0)

Why Wikivoyage?



 2013, poimap script by User:Mey2008 (WV-de): geo-data obtained by parsing article text

 2015, Kartographer (Yuri Astrakhan acted as community liaison)

open problems – map language, customization of map layers, public transport

and lots of “minor” issues as well!

Wikivoyage listings in San Francisco

displayed on a map using

Extension:Kartographer

Technical challenges: Maps

Each Wikivoyage article

is supplied with a map

Photos can be viewed

by clicking on 

map markers



 Information like prices and opening hours could be stored in Wikidata and shared between languages

 Problems:   simple interface for editing Wikidata from Wikivoyage is needed

tracking Wikivoyage-related changes on Wikidata via the watchlist (how?)

integration with OpenStreetMap? (similar information is available there)

Listing Editor

Visual tool for editing 

individual parameters

of a listing

First version

User:Torty3 (WV-en)

Wikidata support

User:Wrh2 (WV-en)

Roland Unger (WV-de)

Technical challenges: Listing Editor and Wikidata



 Mobile app: as travelers, we dream of downloading map + travel guide in a smartphone

nobody has such a solution, especially world-wide; this could easily rival printed travel guides and 

spur the usage of Wikivoyage

 Content: Wikivoyage accumulates travel-related content and covers practical, 

non-encyclopedic aspects of travel that do not find their place in Wikipedia

 Interaction with Wikimedia chapters: many of them do not appreciate the existence of Wikivoyage, 

so it is fairly difficult to get financial support for edit-a-thons, contests, souvenirs, etc.

 Readership needs to be expanded; currently, only 5 languages have active and growing communities

 Technical developments are essential and can be of interest for all Wikimedians

Previous: Extension:WikidataPageBanner, Extension:Kartographer

Current: Listing Editor integrated with Wikidata

Further challenges, and summary

Thanks to: Maxim (User:GMM), Igor Dorofeev (Digr), Yaroslav Blanter (Ymblanter), and all Wikivoyagers


